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In this Commentary, we show that blockchain may supplement antitrust law, especially in situations where the rule of law does not fully apply. Against this background, we detail what needs to be done for blockchain and antitrust to achieve greater decentralization, together, from both a technical and legal standpoint.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rule of law does not govern all human interactions. Sometimes, the state bypasses legal constraints and evades accountability mechanisms, as documented by the World Justice Project. Other times, jurisdictions are mutually unfriendly and refuse to enforce foreign judgments or are simply

1. See WORLD JUSTICE PROJECT, WJP RULE OF LAW INDEX 2020 (2020), https://worldjusticeproject.org/sites/default/files/documents/WJP-ROLI-2020-Online_0.pdf [https://perma.cc/2VW9-NR82] (showing that the rule of law is continuing to see a negative change worldwide for the third year in a row, and more specifically, that government powers are not as effectively limited by the legislature and the judiciary, nor subjected to independent auditing).

unable to detect illegal behaviors. Nonetheless, other means can increase the common good where application of the rule of law falls short.

Against this background, we intend to show that blockchains are a great candidate for increasing the common good. More specifically, we show that blockchains can complement antitrust law in realms where the latter is inapplicable or underenforced.

Blockchains create trust between contracting parties by eliminating top-down control. The absence of top-down control in turn leads to increased consumer welfare by opening economic opportunities, or differently said, by freeing individuals from economic coercion.

Antitrust laws share that objective, but there is a catch. Blockchains can supplement antitrust law only if the latter does not impede blockchains’ development. The law should thus support the decentralization of blockchains so that blockchain-based mechanisms may take over (even if imperfectly) where economic transactions escape antitrust laws.

With that in mind, law and technology should be thought of as allies—not enemies—because they feature complementary strengths. Doing so leads to a new “Law and Technology” approach, the advantages of which are twofold: an increase in the number of transactions by virtue of the trust that blockchain engenders (discussed in Part II) and an overall increase to the degree of decentralization of economic transactions (discussed in Part III). On that basis, adapted enforcement policies and a renewed regulatory framework can promote the above-mentioned approach (discussed in Part IV).

3. See John M. Connor, Cartel Detection and Duration Worldwide, COMPETITION POLICY INT’L: ANTITRUST CHRON., Sept. 2011, at 2, 4 (underlining that the percentage of detected cartels is only between 10% and 33% in the post-World War II era).


5. The present Commentary is entitled “Blockchain Code as Antitrust,” precisely for the reason that blockchain may supplement antitrust, rather than replace it.

II. BLOCKCHAIN AND TRUST

Despite being static,7 game theory has proven useful for analyzing the dynamic of business transactions (games) among companies (players).8 This application of game theory allows us to understand the chief role of the rule of law in economic exchange, which is to make games cooperative by binding players together. The same principle applies to blockchains’ smart contracts (discussed in Section II.A). Blockchains applied in this way translate into an increase in the universal number of transactions, which is intrinsically beneficial to, but also has negative consequences for, our society (discussed in Section II.B).

A. A PRIMER ON GAME THEORY AND BLOCKCHAIN

In game theory, Nash equilibrium is a non-cooperative game9 outcome whereby no players can independently change their position and be “better off.” One may find a Nash equilibrium for every finite game. That being said, the Nash Equilibrium of a particular game is not necessarily Pareto-optimal, i.e., a state in which the improvement of one player’s situation comes only at the expense of another. In other words, there are non-cooperative game results in which one participant may be better off, but which would not require another to make altruistic sacrifices.10

Game theory helps to understand why players may be willing to transact. When games are non-cooperative, each player ignores the strategy that other players will employ. Uncertainty about whether other players will follow a Pareto-optimal course of action can make players reluctant to enter into transactions. As a result, players are left with a stochastic Nash equilibrium in

7. See W. BRIAN ARTHUR, COMPLEXITY AND THE ECONOMY 183–84 (2014) (parsing conventional economic theory methodology, elements of which are based on the “rational” agent and consistent pattern-finding—a departure from “what economists call multiple equilibria”).
9. A “non-cooperative game” does not allow for binding agreements. See LOUIS KAPLOW, COMPETITION POLICY AND PRICE FIXING 177 (2013) (“[C]ooperative games allow binding agreements while noncooperative games do not.” (quoting JAMES W. FRIEDMAN, GAME THEORY WITH APPLICATIONS TO ECONOMICS 148 (1986))).
which each one decides whether or not to transact simultaneously with, and independently from, other players.\textsuperscript{11}

The rule of law helps restore certainty by allowing each player to bind the others contractually. When a product is sold on a website, for example, whoever completes part of the transaction first (for instance, paying before receiving the product) is in a vulnerable position.\textsuperscript{12} Laws can help create trust by constraining the co-contractors to comply with their respective obligations. In turn, trust transforms transactions into cooperative games, and thereby makes it in participants’ individual interests to engage in productive transactions more often.\textsuperscript{13} Such a transformation benefits the common good as an increase in the number of these transactions leads to more welfare creation.\textsuperscript{14}

The same goes for smart contracts.\textsuperscript{15} Each player is assured that the others will collaborate as they are tied by code, potentially, with automatic sanctions in case of breaches of contract.\textsuperscript{16} Smart contracts give players more certainty about the game, leading toward Nash equilibria with Pareto-optimality.

\textsuperscript{11} See generally Kirshnendu Chatterjee, Rupak Majumdar & Marcin Jurdiński, On Nash Equilibria in Stochastic Games, COMPUT. SCI. LOGIC 26 (Jerzy Marcinkowski & Andrzej Tarlecki eds., 2004), https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-540-30124-0_6 [https://perma.cc/CHM5-PS63].

\textsuperscript{12} See Benjamin Klein, Robert G. Crawford & Armen A. Alchian, Vertical Integration, Appropriable Rents, and the Competitive Contracting Process, 21 J.L. & ECON. 297, 298 (1978) (“After a specific investment is made and such quasi rents are created, the possibility of opportunistic behavior is very real.”).

\textsuperscript{13} Laws are just one of many ways to create trust. See Steven L. Schwarcz, Private Ordering, 97 NW. U.L. REV. 319, 320 (2002) (highlighting sectors in which parties prefer private ordering over legal enforcement, such as public accounting standards-setting, the internet domain system, and the assignment of internet protocol numbers).

\textsuperscript{14} See EDMUND S. PHELPS, MASS FLOURISHING: HOW GRASSROOTS INNOVATION CREATED JOBS, CHALLENGE, AND CHANGE 81, 288–89 (2013) (arguing that the common good, and the “good life,” have drastically increased thanks an increasingly complex economy and “productivity gains from exchange of heterogeneous inputs”); see also STEVEN PINKER, ENLIGHTENMENT NOW; THE CASE FOR REASON, SCIENCE, HUMANISM, AND PROGRESS 80 (2018) (explaining that new institutions have allowed millions of new transactions, leading “[the world’s income to triple between 1820 and 1900[,] . . . again in a bit more than fifty years[,] . . . only twenty-five years for it to triple again, and another thirty-three years to triple yet another time”).
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Generally speaking, cryptographic rules are comparable to legal rules in that they both produce predefined outcomes. In the case of cryptography, trust results from the execution of code written in a computer language, rather than a human language.

B. TRUST WITHOUT ANTITRUST

Transforming a non-cooperative game into a cooperative one builds player confidence, which eventually translates into a greater willingness to transact.\(^\text{17}\) That is one of the positive outcomes of the rule of law.

As we have seen so far, blockchain could supplement the rule of law in compelling cooperation, but the use of blockchain is not without drawbacks. An increase in the number of transactions also leads to an increase in the number of illegal ones. For example, the frequency at which firms agree to fix prices could rise.

Legal systems seek to prevent and sanction fraudulent conduct by striking a balance between legal certainty among participants and agency enforcement. Private law, including corporate and contract law, ensures trust between co-contractors, while public law, such as antitrust, seeks the broader objective of ensuring the proper functioning of markets.

But what about situations where gaps exist in the rule of law? For example, instances pertaining to cross-border issues in which jurisdictions are mutually unfriendly, internal issues in which a state does not enforce legal limitations on agents’ or private entities’ exercise of power, or where illegal practices go undetected? How can markets sustain a balance between certainty and enforcement? In other words, does the increase in the number of transactions resulting from widespread use of blockchains where the law does not apply still benefit the common good, despite the possible surge of illegal transactions along the way? Specifically, should developers design blockchain’s applications with antitrust objectives in mind? And, if so, how?

\(^\text{17}\) The management consulting firm Bain & Company predicts that, by 2026, distributed ledger technology and blockchain could increase the volume of global trade by $1.1 trillion from $16 trillion today; in other words, continued use of the technology represents a 6.9% increase in world trade. Press Release, Bain & Company, Blockchain Could Increase Global Trade Volumes by $1.1 Trillion by 2026, Off the Current Base of $16 Trillion (Oct. 22, 2018), https://www.bain.com/about/media-center/press-releases/2018/hsbc-blockchain-report/ [https://perma.cc/J7EF-F9VH]. According to the consulting firm PwC, “[b]lockchain technology has the potential to boost global gross domestic product (GDP) by US$1.76 trillion over the next decade.” PwC, TIME FOR TRUST: THE TRILLION-DOLLAR REASONS TO RETHINK BLOCKCHAIN 4 (2020), https://image.uk.info.pwc.com/lib/fc31117075640475701c74/m/2/434c46d2-a889-4fed-a030-c52964c71a64.pdf.
III. DECENTRALIZATION OF ECONOMIC TRANSACTIONS

Antitrust laws and blockchain are made of different substances.¹⁸ As Lawrence Lessig put it, the first is “East Coast Code,” while the second is “West Coast Code.”¹⁹ But they both promote the decentralization of economic opportunities. After showing how antitrust law and blockchain each proceed to ensure such decentralization (in Section III.A), we address how blockchain may help in maximizing it in the absence of antitrust law (in Section III.B).

A. DECENTRALIZATION AS A COMMON LANGUAGE

Antitrust law seeks to enhance consumer welfare by freeing markets from all forms of economic coercion resulting from anticompetitive practices.²⁰

The Sherman Act, often the centerpiece of U.S. antitrust enforcement, has two sections. Section 1 prohibits companies from combining their resources to achieve illegal centralization,²¹ and Section 2 prevents a firm from abusing its centralized market power to eliminate competition.²² On top of the Sherman Act, the Clayton Act uses market power as a measure to prevent new entities from achieving harmful concentrations.²³ The acts ensure that market players’ decision-making remains free from coercion, i.e., decentralized.

European competition law prohibits similar kinds of practices under the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union Articles 101 and 102, and the European Commission Merger Regulation.²⁴ Nevertheless, European competition law permits centralization when it results from competition on the merits (i.e., from a decentralized process), like in the United States. The capture of economic power must indeed remain possible for all market players, none of whom should be able to live “a quiet life.”²⁵

¹⁸. We will confine ourselves to discussing U.S. and E.U. antitrust laws. Because these jurisdictions have proven to be among the most active regulators of blockchain, we have decided to direct our regulatory proposals toward them. See infra Part IV.

¹⁹. See LAWRENCE LESSIG, CODE: VERSION 2.0, at 72 (2006) (defining East Coast Code as formal, congressionally enacted statutes and West Coast Code as the work of coders in Silicon Valley).


²⁵. J.R. Hicks, Annual Survey of Economic Theory: The Theory of Monopoly, 3 ECONOMETRICA 1, 8 (1935) (arguing that achievement of a quiet life—defined as a life in which monopolists may not be bothering to get very near the position of maximum profit—
Blockchain’s raison d’être is also to achieve decentralization through the absence of coercion. Emerging from the cypherpunk and open-source movements, despite blockchain’s decentralization is the primary reason why the technology could eventually disrupt centralized platforms, namely by providing users with trustful features. Like the United States and Europe with respect to their respective antitrust laws, blockchain’s communities nonetheless accept centralized outcomes when they emerge from decentralized processes. At the protocol layer, users welcome centralization if one core design is evidently better than others. At the application layer, centralization is welcomed when one idea turns out to be widely adopted. Here again, decentralization is seen as a means.

However, in neither layer is the pursuit of decentralization at all costs. Blockchain participants seek decentralization as a process toward efficiency, not as a moral or political stance. Rather, decentralization is a means for all market players to retain the ability to make decisions without having to follow the instructions of centralized economic power, i.e., what we have referred to as the decentralization of economic opportunities.

Although the objective is similar, antitrust and blockchain seek to achieve it in different ways. Antitrust punishes anticompetitive practices and prevents harmful concentrations of market power while blockchain implements decentralization in its core functioning. In that regard, antitrust scholars continuously assess the decisions of courts and agencies in evaluating whether

is indicative of the achievement of monopoly power and the reaping of the ultimate monopoly profits).


antitrust enforcement is in line with the purpose of the law. Similarly, one may question whether the design of blockchains enables the optimal level of decentralization, especially where antitrust laws are inapplicable.

B. BLOCKCHAIN’S OPTIMUM DECENTRALIZATION

In the current digital economy, most companies develop products and services on top of the infrastructure they create. In contrast, blockchains can facilitate more decentralized industry structures, by allowing markets to split into two layers: a foundation layer (or an “infrastructure” layer) with numerous participants, and a “network” layer that connects providers.

When no one provider can exercise a direct form of control on the foundation, no one blockchain participant can possibly abuse any natural monopoly at that level. The fact that a network will not suddenly change its rules makes participants more willing to join that network.29 Because the foundation layer may help decentralize economic opportunities by preventing one layer’s having leverage over another, it is beneficial to analyze the foundation layer further.

The foundation layer can be either private/permissioned (or “consortium”) or public.30 Permissioned layers have historically been considered easier to adopt because of their more familiar security model,31 though more recently, we have seen increased adoption of public blockchains in the context of enterprise as well.32 The ongoing stable operation of public


31. Permissioned layers feature similarities with the infrastructures outside the blockchain.

blockchains over time is likely to alleviate concerns that their security model is unproven.

Additionally, arguments that public chains are “anarchic” and therefore unsuitable for enterprise use are increasingly losing ground. Foundation layers with no central points of control are fully compatible with higher-layer applications that add such points of control as needed; a historical precedent of such practice being corporations using decentralized networks such as BitTorrent to distribute files that they centrally upload.33 Hence, all in all, the adoption of public blockchains will likely continue to increase since they can also serve private uses. For this reason, we shall compare private and public foundation layers when it comes to our subject.

When evaluating the gains that a blockchain-based structure provides in terms of maximizing decentralization, a few key questions are useful:

- Is the underlying blockchain (foundation layer) private or public?

- To the extent that private components exist:
  - Are there legal barriers preventing incumbents from blocking legitimate new participants attempting to join?
  - Is the governance structure providing incumbents equal or similar control to that of centralized firms?

- If the blockchain is public:
  - Is joining the network technologically and legally barrier-free? For example, is public open-source software for performing all necessary functions available?
  - What is the type of consensus algorithm? How resilient is the network against commonly known attacks? What are the risks that one or a small group of participants will capture the system? How quickly could attacks or capture happen?

When the blockchain is public, resistant to the most well-known attacks, and free to use, it maximizes decentralization by sharing control amongst all participants. This optimal blockchain design is the ideal supplement to

antitrust law that can ensure decentralization of coercive economic power, because no single dominant player controls the infrastructure layer.

Of course, this optimal blockchain design will not preclude all anticompetitive practices from being implemented, but it will drastically reduce them at the infrastructure layer. Part IV discusses how policymakers should take this advantage into account.

IV. THE REGULATORY PATH TOWARD DECENTRALIZATION

Ensuring decentralization via blockchain requires adaption of antitrust and regulatory policies (discussed in Section IV.A). It also has long-term implications, namely, shifts in the way we approach the matter of law and technology (discussed in Section IV.B).

A. SHORT-TERM IMPLICATIONS

We have shown that blockchain can be used to enable new transactions that decentralize the economy. For that reason, we encourage antitrust agencies to engage in two complementary actions.

First, agencies should welcome blockchain as an ally, and focus on enforcing the law against the artificial centralization of blockchain ecosystems, i.e., centralization that does not result from a competitive process. If, on the contrary, antitrust agencies were to use their enforcement power toward all practices that result from the characteristics of blockchain—such as making information public—they could put the entire blockchain ecosystem at risk by destabilizing internal governance mechanisms and removing an essential part of the technology’s value.

In addition to adequate enforcement, antitrust agencies should set up various mechanisms to promote blockchain optimum decentralization. Blockchain-supportive legal mechanisms require the creation of regulatory sandboxes and safe harbors to protect blockchain developers and users from antitrust concerns when, for example, designing compatibilities or changing consensus protocols.

Sandboxes and safe harbors create comfort zones where the technology can be tested in ways that would otherwise be illegal or require overly

34. Schrepel, *Is Blockchain the Death of Antitrust Law?*, supra note 28, at 308 (explaining that private blockchain components tend to foster anticompetitive practices).


36. This is so long as blockchain is designed in such a way to maximize decentralization.
burdensome regulatory approval.37 Sandboxes are testing grounds for businesses supervised by regulatory institutions. They could push blockchain developments toward more decentralization, precisely by incentivizing decentralized designs such as those we described earlier. If sandbox results are positive (i.e., they lead to decentralization of economic opportunities, thereby increasing consumer welfare), agencies might also consider promoting safe harbors, which are similar to sandboxes but with no limit in time or scale.

B. LONG-TERM IMPLICATIONS

In the long term, antitrust and blockchain both have concessions to make. Antitrust scholars and agencies must reconceptualize the law as an ally to technological developments instead of just a method of punishment for anticompetitive practices. Such reconceptualization implies permanently anchoring regulatory instruments in our legal systems. Only when the legal environment permits blockchain to flourish will blockchain prove to be particularly helpful where the law does not apply. As for blockchain developers, they must be willing to continue ensuring the process of decentralization, although it might create temporary barriers to greater adoption or scalability. Developers must also facilitate enforcement activities seeking to eliminate artificial forms of centralization.

There is a long way to go before both antitrust enforcers and blockchain developers fully agree to these concessions. Policymakers might be tempted to point out the existence of a consistent, dominant legal strategy of systematically punishing all illegal practices, while blockchain developers might be tempted to consistently ignore legal constraints. But neither approach would be a dominant strategy because the law cannot be applied to all illegal practices (e.g., because of detectability issues or mutually unfriendly jurisdictions), and technology cannot systematically trump the law. Here, depending on whether the technology collaborates or not, the law must adapt to technology’s strategy. When technology chooses collaboration, the law must choose collaboration despite the concessions it may imply in enforcement activities. This joint strategy maximizes the common good. When technology chooses confrontation, the law must also choose confrontation and prevail, as it must remain the overriding constraint on our society.

37. See Kevin Werbach, Trust, but Verify: Why the Blockchain Needs the Law, 33 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 487, 540–41 (2018) (evaluating the benefits of sandbox and safe harbor models as applied to blockchain-based startups, the former of which “would encourage the kind of ‘permissionless innovation’ that was critical to the development of the Internet marketplace,” and the latter of which would incentivize capable firms to “take sufficient steps to police themselves”).
V. CONCLUSION

Trust in blockchain cryptographic rules makes games more cooperative, thereby spurring new transactions in areas where the law does not apply. Although new anticompetitive practices will arise along the way, blockchain’s benefits of optimum decentralization will outweigh the negative impacts of such practices.

All genuinely decentralized blockchain infrastructures—such as we have defined them—should benefit from various legal protections, whether in law enforcement or regulation. Absent such protections, antitrust agencies would most certainly create a disincentive for all potentially interested parties to invest in such blockchains. Without investment, decentralization would be suboptimal, in contradiction with the very objective of blockchain.

The most challenging part lies ahead of us in convincing governments and antitrust authorities that, despite the creation of some anticompetitive practices, the increase in the number of transactions should nonetheless be encouraged when it results from a technology designed in a way to achieve the same objective as antitrust law. A “Law and Technology” approach is the optimum way of playing the decentralization game.

38. See generally Robert S. Pindyck, Irreversibility, Uncertainty, and Investment, 29 J. ECON. LITERATURE 1110 (1991) (examining how uncertainty in market factors generally leads to less overall investment).